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God lives in your heart and you can find Him/Her there.
This is an age-old truth. Sometimes forgotten, unlearned,
neglected, forbidden, burned, illegal, repressed, needing
permission, paying the price, returning, starting again,
now the shepherd, then again the sheep. New heights, an
abundance of light, great tenderness, together with the
Masters, grace…
This third ‘Course in the Deepening of Life’, as it was
called, was recorded on some four cassettes during the
course of three afternoons on July 13 and August 3 & 24,
1994. Geert spoke these 44,000 words deriving from a
pure, enduring contact with Master Morya, in the
presence of a small group of people.
Lydia Crevits
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1 - A little life and a great life
You cannot separate heaven and Earth; they are one
whole. In fact, they are intertwined. The human being
belongs to both Earth and heaven. Why is it that
sometimes he feels so sad? On this Earth people live
with secrets. The greatest secret in our lives is love.
Each true force to be found within the human being
comes from above. There is much within us that doesn’t
come from there, but the true forces within people come
from above. Without these forces a person could not live.
The things within a person that come from this Earth is
one thing, but there is something else. There is another
force that comes to the Earth by way of heaven and then,
from this Earth, again returns to heaven. In everything
that exists there is a movement and there is a link, a
concordance between heaven and Earth, and it is about
this concordance that I would like to talk to you now.
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Heaven – in other words the higher realms – accommodates an infinite number of beings, each working in
their own way. Heaven isn’t made up of a system of
worlds that can exist on their own. No, the one world
needs the other. The Earth needs heaven but heaven also
needs the Earth. It is one whole and whatever happens
here on Earth happens in heaven as well and whatever
takes place in heaven will once take place here on Earth.
There is a connection, the one deepens the other and
there is an essential accord that keeps becoming deeper
and keeps changing. At the moment in time in which we
are now living, heaven wants to approach the Earth in a
new way. There is a change taking place in the spheres, a
rearranging. The beings are gradually becoming aware of
this change, and this change will also exteriorize itself
here on Earth.
As a seeker, you, along with all the other people who are
searching, are now trying to see your life as it is and in
this way you are setting your life on another course.
Because the one who is able to see life as it is will discover
that he begins to do other things with his life.
You should look at life as being an energy that comes
from above, making its way down to Earth to then again
return above. I say above to differentiate it in some way,
but actually it is not really above. Actually the worlds are
all together, each on another vibration, and you should
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realize that time and space do not really exist. But on
this Earth, in this universe, time and space do exist. It’s
something difficult to explain; I only mention this in
order to situate it a bit. Not to make it difficult for you
but to give you the insight that there exists something
like another life; a life that encompasses other dimensions and other experiences, which have nothing to do
with time and space. Here on Earth, however, we are
immersed in time and space and are even unable to break
loose from them because our physical bodies and our
minds are bound to this time and this space. But in
reality our souls can escape.
When we listen to the deepest within ourselves, we are
then outside of time and outside of space. Even heaven is
inside of us and we should try to become conscious of
this. Living on this Earth our consciousness can grow
and grow and grow, to such an extent that we become
aware of our own great inner life. Therefore, there is a
little life that everyone lives, without exception, and
there is a great life that some people are able to live and
others not.
This great life, which is within each one of you, and that
therefore you can live, is structured in such a way that,
there, you can have a contact with heaven. Each of you,
in a manner of speaking, could have a contact with
heaven within yourself. There is no need to try to reach
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through the clouds to somewhere amongst the stars in
order to find heaven, because that is not where you will
find it. You should be able to go within yourself, and
there is where you will find heaven. However, when you
go within yourself it is generally more usual not to find
heaven; what you find, instead, is the little life, the life
connected to this Earth, that comes from this Earth, that
thinks about this Earth and lives with this Earth. This is
a different energy from the energy that comes to people
from out of the cosmos, from heaven, from the Divinity.
To put it simply – these two energies are what make a
being ‘human’. The human being doesn’t only belong to
this Earth, nor does he or she only belong to heaven, the
human being belongs to both. This is then the difficulty
in his life, the fact that if he wants to deepen his life he
needs to see himself as belonging not only to this Earth
but as belonging to heaven as well. Many people only
want to be in heaven and are unwilling to accept the
Earth. But not wanting to see where it is they are
standing and what it is they are facing, and sometimes
not even wanting to live it, will not solve the problem.
Many children are born who don’t want to come to this
Earth and this is because they come from heaven, from a
deepness, a bliss, a joy, and they don’t want to experience
the Earth because they cannot see the sense of it. Very
many people find it difficult to be on Earth and they have
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a vague sense that there is something else that exists.
However, when it comes to it, they are afraid of leaving
this Earth, and yet they shouldn’t be frightened.
The Earth is a place in which to live, in which to learn to
love, in which to have all kinds of experiences that are
very important and that can only be lived here on Earth.
The Earth is something like a distorted heaven, a heaven
turned around because it has been thrown into time and
space. When you can see the Earth in this way – as a
heaven that has been thrown into time and space – you’ll
see that there is an unending dispersion on this Earth.
The unity is gone, the unity has gone missing, and this
unity is just what humankind is striving for – striving for
the unity of man and woman, the unity of family, the
unity of a people and anything else you can name that a
person longs to bring to unity, to harmony. But he is
unable to find it and this makes him sad, unhappy and
distressed. He doesn’t know how he can achieve this
unity because of the fact that everything he sees and
everything he takes to hand is a piece of reality that
doesn’t seem to fit with another piece of reality, or at
least this is what he thinks.
The reality is different. This turned-around world is, in
itself, a unity, but this is something people are unable to
see. Heaven speaks to us by way of this Earth. If you
could listen to yourself, to your inner self, you would hear
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